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Vicinage forces between molecular and atomic fragments dissociated from small hydrogen cluste
and their effects on energy distributions

Manuel D. Barriga-Carrasco and Rafael Garcia-Molina
Departamento de Fı´sica, Universidad de Murcia, Apartado 4021, E-30080 Murcia, Spain

~Received 15 July 2003; published 18 December 2003!

In this paper we analyze the dynamic evolution of molecular and atomic fragments of small hydrogen
clusters interacting with thin solid foils. We compare the vicinage forces, calculated within the dielectric
formalism, for H1, H0, and H2

1 fragments. Using a molecular dynamics numerical code we determine the
energy distribution of the fragments after interacting with the target. This distribution is compared to experi-
mental results for protons coming from the fragmentation ofv52.02 a.u. H2

1 ions impinging on an aluminum
foil; a fraction of neutral H0 is needed to be included in the simulation to get a good agreement with the
experimental results. The H2

1 energy spectra forv55.42 a.u. H3
1 interacting with amorphous carbon is also

determined. The asymmetry in the Coulomb peaks appearing in the energy spectra both experimentally and in
our calculation is opposite for H2

1 than in H1; kinematic effects and differences in the electronic stopping are
enough to reproduce the difference in the alignment of H2

1 and H1 fragments.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevA.68.062902 PACS number~s!: 34.50.Bw, 36.40.2c
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interaction of molecular beams with solids atv.v0

~Bohr velocity! introduces new insights into the study
projectiles with matter. Molecular projectiles lose the
bound electrons and dissociate just after entering the ta
@1#. The result is a cluster of ions where each of them in
acts with the target material and at the same time with
other ions of the cluster@1#. From the analysis of the frag
ment evolution one can get detailed information on the
namical properties of the target~induced field, collision rate
etc.!. These properties greatly affect the energy distribut
of the fragments after they interact with a thin foil, so t
study of their energy spectra give the opportunity to comp
theoretical models with experimental results.

When a molecular ion moves through a solid without b
ing dissociated it is supposed to be subjected to the s
interactions than an atomic projectile, mainly~i! the elec-
tronic stopping and straggling and~ii ! the collisions with the
target nuclei. Once the molecule becomes dissociated a
tional forces have to be taken into account between the f
ments: ~iii ! Coulomb repulsion and~iv! induced force
through the electronic medium of the target, which is kno
as vicinage force.

In the present work atomic and molecular vicinage forc
are analyzed within the dielectric formalism. Fermi@2# was
the first to use this formalism to study the interaction of sw
charged particles with target electrons. Lindhard@3# obtained
an analytical expression for the dielectric functione(k,v) of
the stopping medium, which was improved later in a unifi
theory of the stopping of charged projectiles@4#. Many di-
electric function models have been established since t
the ones developed to describe dielectric response of s
conductors@5–7#, or the ones developed from the Drud
model @8#. Here we use a dielectric function developed
our group that has been optimized for several mater
@9–12#. It is based on a linear combination of dielectric fun
tions proposed by Mermin@13# for outer electron excitations
1050-2947/2003/68~6!/062902~8!/$20.00 68 0629
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together with generalized oscillator strengths for inner-sh
electron excitations. The parameters entering the Mer
function are derived from a fitting to the experiment
energy-loss function~ELF! in the optical limit @9–12#.

There are many theoretical and experimental works
vicinage forces that demonstrate that these forces affect
energy loss and charge of fragments dissociated from
lecular ions and also tend to align these fragments in
beam direction@14–18# ~see Ref.@14# for a complete list of
older works!. An experimental evidence of the alignment e
fect is provided by the asymmetric heights of the exter
peaks that appear in the energy spectra of dissociated
ments@17,19–25#; these peaks are usually known as Co
lomb peaks.

Interactions~i!–~iv! have been deeply studied by our r
search group in the last years@25–29# including a molecular
dynamics treatment of the vicinage forces between t
neighbor protons. The main aim of this work is to calcula
theoretically the vicinage forces between the different typ
of fragments from small hydrogen clusters and to check
calculation by evaluating, through a simulation code,
asymmetry in the heights of the Coulomb peaks appearin
the fragments energy spectra.

In Sec. II vicinage forces between two general cha
densities will be analyzed using the dielectric formalism a
specifically calculated between atomic hydrogen species
H2

1 molecular ions. In Sec. III our molecular dynamics co
will be briefly described, and in Sec. IV the computed ene
distributions are compared with experimental spectra.
nally, the conclusions are presented in Sec. V. Through
this work we use atomic units, in other case it will be spe
fied.

II. VICINAGE FORCES

In this section we analyze the vicinage force that a m
ing particleP1 with charge densityrext1(r ,t) produces on a
second particleP2 with charge densityrext2(r ,t), when both
are embedded in a uniform electron gas characterized b
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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dielectric functione(k,v). Following the dielectric formal-
ism, the induced potentialf ind(r ,t) produced byP1 is @11#

f ind~r ,t!5
1

2p2E d3k

k2 E dvei (k•r2vt)

3F 1

e~k,v!
21Grext1~k,v!, ~1!

whererext1(k,v) is the Fourier transform ofrext1(r ,t).
If P2 is supposed to move at a constant velocityv along

the z axis ~Fig. 1!, we have then

rext1~r ,t!5rext1~r2vt!, ~2!

which, in the Fourier space, becomes

rext1~k,v!5E drE dt e2 i (k•r2vt)rext1~r2vt!

52pd~v2k•v!rext1~k!. ~3!

The potential energy ofP2, centered atR, induced by
f ind(r ,t) is finally

Ep~r ,t!5
2

~2p!5E d3r E d3k

k2 E dvei (k•r2vt)

3F 1

e~k,v!
21Grext1~k,v!

3E d3k8e2 ik8•Rrext2~k8!eik8•r. ~4!

For charge densities with spherical symmetry and us
the propertye(k,v)5e* (k,2v) @30#, this expression turns
into

FIG. 1. Parallelz8 and perpendiculars coordinates from the
center of the charge density 1 to the center of the charge dens
Vectorsv1t andR are the positions of the particles 1 and 2, resp
tively, in the laboratory frame.
06290
g

Ep~z8,s!5
2

pvE0

`dk

k E
0

kv
dvJ0~sAk22v2/v2!

3rext1~k!rext2~k!H cos~vz8/v !ReF 1

e~k,v!
21G

2sin~vz8/v !ImF 1

e~k,v!
21G J , ~5!

wherez8 and s are the coordinates ofP2 parallel and per-
pendicular toP1 motion in the reference frame centered
P1 ~Fig. 1!, and J0(x) is the zeroth-order Bessel function
We see from Eq.~5! that the potential energy will only de
pend onz8 ands for a given target material.

The F(z8,s) vicinage force can be derived from the p
tential energy through

F~z8,s!52“Ep~z8,s!. ~6!

From Eqs.~5! and~6! the parallel and perpendicular comp
nents of this force are written as

Fz8~z8,s!5
2

pv2E0

`dk

k E
0

kv
dvvJ0~sAk22v2/v2!

3rext1~k!rext2~k!H sin~vz8/v !ReF 1

e~k,v!
21G

1cos~vz8/v !ImF 1

e~k,v!
21G J , ~7!

Fs~z8,s!5
2

pvE0

`dk

k E
0

kv
dvJ1~sAk22v2/v2!Ak22v2/v2

3rext1~k!rext2~k!H cos~vz8/v !ReF 1

e~k,v!
21G

2sin~vz8/v !ImF 1

e~k,v!
21G J , ~8!

whereJ1(x) is the first-order Bessel function.
The vicinage force in Eqs.~7! and ~8! only include the

induced force, not the Coulomb repulsive force. Equatio
~7! and ~8! give the induced forceF1→2(z8,s) that P1 pro-
duces onP2. HoweverF1→2(z8,s)Þ2F2→1(z8,s) because
to calculateF2→1 we have to use the velocity ofP2 and the
z8 and s coordinates in theP2 motion reference frame~in
the followingP1 will represent the particle that generates t
induced field!. Vicinage force also depends on the stoppi
medium through its dielectric functione(k,v).

Puttingz85s50 andrext15rext2, Fs50, andFz8 yields
the self-retarding particle forceFs. The variation of the pro-
jectile kinetic energy isdE5Fs•v dt so the electronic stop
ping Se defined as the energy loss per unit path length
comes

Se5
1

s

dE

dt
52Fs,z8~z850,s50!. ~9!

2.
-
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VICINAGE FORCES BETWEEN MOLECULAR AND . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A68, 062902 ~2003!
Then we get the well-known self-retarding force formula

Se5
2

pv2E0

`dk

k E
0

kv
dvv ImF 21

e~k,v!Grext
2 ~k!. ~10!

A. Vicinage forces between atomic hydrogen species

In this section vicinage forces between different atom
hydrogen species in solid targets will be calculated. We c
sider velocities greater than the Bohr velocity, thus H2 can
be neglected@31–34# and only H1 and H0 are taken into
account. The effects of these vicinage forces in the ene
spectra at zero angle of the different hydrogen species
exit the solid foils will be simulated and compared to expe
ments later on.

To calculate these vicinage forces one has to subst
into Eqs.~7! and~8! the Fourier transform of the appropria
charge densities corresponding to the fragments dissoc
from the molecular ion. There are three kinds of vicina
forces between H1 and H0 fragments: namely, those corre
sponding to the couples H1-H1, H1-H0, and H0-H0.

For the simplest case, the vicinage force that a H1 pro-
duces on another H1, we haverext1(k)5rext2(k)51. The
result of this force can be seen in Fig. 2~a! when the velocity
is v55 a.u. and the target is amorphous carbon, wh
e(k,v) has been calculated in Ref.@11#. This vicinage force
presents an oscillatory behavior behindP1, with a wave-
lengthl;v/vpl ~wherevpl is the plasmon frequency of th
material!. This oscillation is damped because the plasm
lifetime is not infinite, which is taken into account in Merm
dielectric function@13# through a collision term. On the othe
hand, vicinage force decays transversely almost expon
tially. Then it is clear that the neighboring particleP2 will
experience a stopping or an accelerated force according t
coordinates (z8,s) regarding the position and velocity ofP1.
The parallel componentFz8 will cause stopping or accelera

FIG. 2. Vicinage force generated by a proton, located at~0,0!
moving through amorphous carbon in thez8 direction with a veloc-
ity of v55 a.u., onto~a! another proton, and~b! an hydrogen atom
located at (z8,s). ~c! The same for the force generated by a hyd
gen atom onto another hydrogen atom. Vector modulus repres
the same arbitrary units in the three cases.
06290
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tion of P2, while the perpendicular componentFs will cause
a change of direction.

The case of the force that a H1 creates on a H0 and vice
versa can be found in the same way as the H1-H1 vicinage
force but taking into account that one of the charge densi
is a H1 and the other one is a H0. In this work it will be
supposed that the hydrogen atom is in its ground state,
cause the population of excited states is very small in
velocity range@35#, and this ground state is unperturbe
Thus the charge density of the hydrogen atom in the Fou
space is given by

rext~k!512rel~k!, ~11!

where the Fourier transform of the electronic density in
ground state is

rel~k!5@11~k/2!2#22. ~12!

Figures 2~b! and 2~c! show H1-H0 and H0-H0 vicinage
forces for a velocityv55 a.u. in amorphous carbon, respe
tively. To calculate the H1-H0 force, charge densities
rext1(k) andrext2(k) have been substituted by 1 and by E
~11! into Eqs. ~7! and ~8!, respectively. To calculate th
H0-H0 force both charge densitiesrext1(k) andrext2(k) have
been substituted by Eq.~11! into Eqs.~7! and~8!. Comparing
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!, we see a substantial difference in th
modulus of the forces and in the wavelength of the osci
tions of the force direction. Figure 2~c! shows that the H0-H0

force is insignificant in relation to the H1-H1 and H1-H0

forces, except for215,z8,0 a.u., and in thes direction
beyonds54 a.u. The H1-H0 force has less intensity an
range than the H1-H1 one, which is due to the electroni
density of the hydrogen atom. And in its turn, the H0-H0

force has smaller intensity and range than the H1-H0 one,
due to the electronic density of the two hydrogen atoms.

B. Vicinage forces between a molecular H2
¿ ion and an

atomic hydrogen species

This section studies the electronic vicinage forces
tween a H2

1 ion and an atomic hydrogen species. To calc
late the vicinage forces in these cases, the Fourier transf
of the H2

1 ion charge density,rext(k), is needed. Supposin
that the H2

1 electronic density is mostly in the ground mo
lecular levelsg1s and considering Gaussian wave functio
to describe this level, we have@36#

rextH
2

1~k!5@Z12NG
2e2k2/8a#e2 ik•P/2

1@Z12NG
2e2k2/8a#eik•P/22NG

2e2k2/8a2e2aP2/2,

~13!

whereZ151 is the charge of each proton of H2
1 nucleus,P

is the internuclear vector~which modulus isP52.05 a.u.),
a50.43 a.u. is the electronic orbital parameter, andNG is
the normalization factor for the electronic molecular orbit

-
nts
2-3
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NG5H 1

2@11exp~2aP2/2!#
J 1/2

. ~14!

As the Fourier transforms of the ion charge densities in E
~7! and~8! depend only on the modulus ofk, we can divide
rextH

2
1(k) in three spherical charge densities centered at

ferent positions in the real space~ase2 ik•R represents anR
displacement in the real space!, i.e.,

rextH
2

1~k!5rH
2

1I~k!e2 ik•P/21rH
2

1I~k!eik•P/21rH
2

1II~k!,

~15!

where rH
2

1I(k)5Z12NG
2e2k2/8a and rH

2
1II(k)5

2NG
2e2k2/8a2e2aP2/2. So the vicinage force of a H2

1 ion on
H1 can be expressed as

FH
2

12H1~r ,t !5FI~r2P/2,t !1FI~r1P/2,t !

12e2aP2/2FII~r ,t !, ~16!

where FI is the vicinage force between charge densit
rext1(k)5rH

2
1I(k) andrext2(k)51, whereasFII is the vici-

nage force between charge densitiesrext1(k)5rH
2

1II(k) and

rext2(k)51.
When a H2

1 ion moves inside a target material its inte
nuclear vector orientation is random, and although consi
ing the modulus of the internuclear vector constant (uPu5P
52.05 a.u.), their components,Pi andP' , are not. Vicinage
force will depend on the H2

1 internuclear vector orientation
so in our computer code we draw it randomly each time
calculate this force.

The vicinage forceFH
2

12H1 is depicted in vectorial form

in Fig. 3 for the case when the internuclear vector of the H2
1

ion is parallel to its velocity. This force has a similar magn
tude but an extended shape as compared to the vicinage
between two protons reported in Fig. 2~a!. Also we can see
that FH

2
12H1 has two characteristic minimum values at t

proton positions of the H2
1 molecular ion.

To conclude this section, it is worth to remark that t
same procedure can be used to calculate vicinage force
tween any complex molecules if their charge densities can
treated as a combination of spherical charge densities.

III. SIMULATION CODE

Our research group has developed a numerical cod
follow the trajectories of the fragments dissociated from m
lecular ions, which has been described elsewhere@25,28,37#.
Here it is summed up in a few conspicuous points featur
this work.

Inside the target the molecular ion moves first witho
dissociating, and secondly dissociated into its fragments.
time traveling nondissociated is drawn from the lifetime
the molecule@38–41#. The electronic stopping and strag
gling are calculated through the dielectric formalism, as
was done with the vicinage forces in the last section@36,37#.
Nuclear collisions are computed adapting a Monte Carlo
06290
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gorithm developed by Mo¨ller et al. @42# involving the clas-
sical theory of the angular dispersion and elastic energy
with a Thomas-Fermi Coulomb screened potential and
universal screening distance@43#. After the dissociation of
the molecule, the fragments suffer Coulomb repulsions
the vicinage forces explained in Secs. II A and II B. T
effect of coherent scattering was shown to represent a s
correction to other effects in this velocity range@28# so it is
left out of our calculations.

The initial geometry of each molecular ion has been tak
into account because the forces between fragments de
strongly on the modulus and on the orientation of the int
nuclear vectors regarding to the motion direction of t
beam. For the case of H2

1 , the initial internuclear distance i
drawn from an internuclear distribution theoretically calc
lated using the Franck-Condon principle@44#. The initial in-
ternuclear distances for H3

1 molecular ions are drawn from
experimental internuclear distributions@20,21#. Besides, the
initial geometry of the molecule is characterized by a orie
tation obtained from a random draw of Euler angles.

The simulation code uses a standard molecular dynam
method to follow the evolution of a system of particles, usi
a numerical integration of Newton equations. It is also co
sidered in a simple way the possibility that the fragments
capture or lose an electron inside the foil to account for
different vicinage forces. In order to implement these p
cesses in the computer code, the charge of each particle
been chosen randomly at each time step of the nume
integration of Newton equations, according to the equil
rium charge fraction corresponding to its velocity@34#. For
our velocity range, H1 and H0 have different electronic stop
ping but the same differential scattering cross section
ion-ion collision. On the other hand H2

1 electronic stopping

FIG. 3. Force generated by a H2
1 , located at~0,0! moving in

amorphous carbon in thez8 direction with a velocityv55 a.u., on
a proton located at (z8,s). The H2

1 internuclear vector is oriented
in the z8 direction. Vector modulus represents the same arbitr
units as in Fig. 2.
2-4
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is smaller than twice the proton one@36# and the same dif-
ferential scattering cross section as a D1 ion. Also vicinage
forces depend of the charge state of the two fragments
has been studied in Secs. II A and II B. Coulomb repuls
are taken into account only between positive fragments
side and also outside the foil. Considering Coulomb rep
sion outside thin foils is important because Coulomb exp
sion inside the target is not complete, especially at high
fragment velocities. The trajectories are calculated until
projectile reaches the detector, and the experimental ang
acceptance is taken into account in order to consider
effects of a finite resolution detector.

IV. RESULTS

When a molecular ion is dissociated in two positive fra
ments, the energy spectrum at zero exit angle of these
fragments is characterized by a lower- and a higher-ene
peak. These peaks correspond to the fragments that ar
tarded or accelerated, respectively, due to Coulomb re
sion, so they are called Coulomb peaks. The asymme
heights of the Coulomb peaks are due to the asymmetr
the vicinage force, which tend to align the neighbor fra
ments in the velocity direction. As the vicinage force is mo
intense behind the fragment that generates the force, the
ing fragment tends to be aligned behind the leading fragm
motion direction and so the lower-energy Coulomb peak
comes more intense in the energy spectra@17,19–25,28#.

In what follows we will analyze H1 and H0 vicinage
force effects in the energy distribution of H1 ions dissociated
from H2

1 ions, and H2
1 , H1, and H0 vicinage force effects

in the energy distribution of H2
1 ions dissociated from H3

1

ions.

A. Vicinage force effects in the energy distribution of H¿ ions

In order to analyze the vicinage forces between ato
hydrogen species, simulated energy distributions of the p
ton fragments dissociated from H2

1 molecules are compare
with the corresponding experimental spectrum@45#. Specifi-
cally, these energy distributions are calculated for incid
H2

1 molecules withv52.026 a.u. and exiting in the forwar
direction ~i.e., at 0° angle with respect to the axis of inc
dence! after traversing a 360 a.u. thick aluminum foil, who
e(k,v) has been calculated in Refs.@10,11#. These velocities
are chosen because the fractionF0 of hydrogen atoms in the
dissociated fragments is high enough,F0.20% @34#, to ob-
serve the vicinage force effects of this species.

We represent in Fig. 4 the experimental data@45# by sym-
bols while the set of histograms pertain to simulations w
different values of the neutral charge fractionF0, as indi-
cated. All distributions are normalized to unit area.

It can be seen from the simulations that if the neut
charge fraction is zero,F050 ~i.e., the two fragments are
protons!, two peaks are obtained in the energy distributio
which correspond to the protons that are retarded or acc
ated due to the Coulomb repulsion. Also a difference
height of these two peaks is observed due to the alignm
effect of vicinage forces between the protons. However
06290
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experimental distribution does not show the double-pe
structure obtained from the simulation in theF050 case,
which means thatF0 has a strong influence on the ener
distribution of the H1 fragments.

When the neutral charge fraction is increased in simu
tions, the path fraction in which both fragments travel as H1

diminishes and so the action of the Coulomb repulsion
reduced, leading to a narrower energy distribution as i
observed in Fig. 4. Also there is an increase of those parti
that did not experience repulsion at all, increasing the cen
region of the energy distributions@19,22,46,47#. Finally one
can see that the peak height difference diminishes due to
fact that vicinage force effects for neutrals are lower than
protons. From these simulations it seems apparent that a
tral fractionF0.20% provides the best agreement with t
data, in accordance with the neutral fraction found in expe
ments@34#, and part of this agreement is due to the inclusi
of the vicinage forces of the hydrogen atoms in our calcu
tions.

B. Vicinage force effects in energy distributions of H2
¿ ions

To study the vicinage force effects in the case of H2
1

ions, the experimental energy spectrum of H2
1 ions resulting

from the dissociation of the H3
1 ions is discussed in wha

follows.
Figure 5 displays the experimental energy spectrum@48#

~symbols! of H2
1 ions that exit a 172 a.u. thick amorphou

carbon foil in the forward direction. The H2
1 ions are cre-

ated by fragmentation of a H3
1 ion beam incident with an

initial velocity v55.42 a.u. The energy spectrum show
three peaks: the two external~and greater! peaks are the re
sult of the Coulomb repulsion between dissociated posi
pair fragments, H2

11H1, while the smaller central peak i
due to the lack of this repulsion between the dissociated
fragments H2

11H0.

FIG. 4. Energy spectrum at zero exit angle of proton fragme
of H2

1 molecules after traversing a 360 a.u. thick aluminum fo
together with the experimental data@45# ~symbols!. The incident
molecule velocity is 2.026 a.u. The four simulation histograms c
respond to different values of the neutral charge fractionF0.
2-5
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The most outstanding feature in these Coulomb peak
that the lower-energy peak is smaller than the higher-ene
peak, opposed to what is seen in the energy spectrum o
atomic fragment, Fig. 4. This feature was pointed out by C
et al. @48#, as due to an asymmetric destruction process
H2

1 ions in the solid; these authors explained that as H2
1

ion destruction is mainly due to the interactions with targ
valence electrons, the larger target electron density indu
behind a leading positive charge supposes an increased
ability for trailing H2

1 ion destruction, which results in
less intense lower-energy peak.

To check the arguments by Cueet al., we have compared
in Fig. 5 our simulation results~full line! with their experi-
mental data~symbols!, obtaining a good agreement with e
periments, in particular concerning the asymmetry of
Coulomb peaks. This result has been obtained without in
ducing any H2

1 destruction increasing factor induced by t
neighbor positive charge. Thus other effects have to be a
lyzed.

The asymmetry of the Coulomb peaks could be due to
fact that electronic stopping per amu (Sem5Se/m) of the
H2

1 ion is smaller than the one of H1; SemH
2

1 /SemH1

50.77 for this specific velocity@36,37#. So after the H2
1

1H1 dissociation, the H2
1 velocity will become larger than

the H1 one and H21 ions will travel in front of its H1

partner resulting in a extra accumulation of H2
1 ions at the

higher energies. This effect can be estimated in our sim
tion code by putting the electronic stopping per amu of H1

ions equal to the H2
1 value in the H2

11H1 dissociation.
From the result depicted in Fig. 6~a! ~full line!, we see that
the height asymmetry of the Coulomb peaks has decre
compared to the former simulation, Fig. 6~a! ~shadow histo-
grams!, but has not disappeared; so the electronic stopp
influences the peak asymmetry but it is not the only resp
sible.

Another cause could be due to the H2
1-H1 vicinage force

commented in Sec. II B. We calculated the energy distri

FIG. 5. Energy spectrum at zero exit angle of H2
1 ions trans-

mitted through a 172 a.u. thick amorphous carbon foil, dissocia
from H3

1 ions incident with 5.42 a.u. velocity. Symbols represe
experimental results@48# and the histogram is our calculation.
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tion of H2
1 , putting the stopping per amu of H1 ions equal

to the value for H2
1 but without considering H2

1-H1 vici-
nage force. Now Fig. 6~a! ~dashed line! shows that the heigh
difference between Coulomb peaks totally disappears,
vicinage force makes an additional contribution to the asy
metry. The fact that the H2

1-H1 vicinage force effects are
opposite to the H1-H1 vicinage force effects is due to th
difference in mass of the two particles resulting in the H2

1

1H1 dissociation. The vicinage force tends to align mo
efficiently the lighter particle behind the heavier one. Th
feature can be seen in the energy spectrum of the dissoc
protons, Fig. 6~b!. When we calculate the H1 energy distri-
bution putting H1 stopping per amu equal to the H2

1 value
~full line!, we see that vicinage forces produce a height d
ference in Coulomb peaks opposed to the height differe
seen in the H2

1 energy spectrum.
To sum up, the height asymmetry in Coulomb peaks

the energy spectra of different fragments from dissocia
molecular ions is due to different electronic stopping p
amu of the fragments and also due to the vicinage for
between them, because they produce different alignment
pending on the fragment relative masses.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Vicinage forces for the cases H1-H1, H1-H0, H0-H0, and
H2

1-H1 have been calculated using the dielectric formali

d
t

FIG. 6. Simulations of the dissociated fragments energy spe
for the experiment of Ref.@48#. The shadow histograms correspon
to the complete simulation~Fig. 5!; full line histograms were ob-
tained using the same stopping per amu for all fragments; das
line histograms are the same as full line ones but without us
vicinage forces.~a! H2

1 energy spectrum and~b! H1 energy spec-
trum.
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and an energy-loss function developed by our group that
scribes properly the electronic stopping of the target ma
rial.

Vicinage forces tend to align the dissociated fragme
from the molecular ions in the beam direction. This effec
shown clearly in the asymmetric heights of the Coulom
peaks that appear in the energy spectra of the dissoc
fragments from the H2

1 or H3
1 molecules. This has bee

seen in H1 energy distributions exiting at zero angle fro
the dissociation of H2

1 ions, this asymmetry decreases wh
the fraction of H0 is included in the simulation code calcu
lation confirming that H1-H0 and H0-H0 vicinage forces are
smaller than H1-H1 ones, and also confirming that the
vicinage forces have to be taken into account to obtain
same results as the experimental ones.

Also the H2
1 energy spectrum resulting from H3

1 ions
s

.

J.

o-

d

K.

s.:

i-
n

D
cl

B.

06290
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s
s
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e

presents an asymmetry in the height of the Coulomb pe
but opposite to the one found in the later case. It has b
demonstrated that the opposed asymmetry is due to two
fects; the first one is that H2

1 ions have smaller electroni
stopping per amu than their proton dissociated partners,
the second one is that vicinage forces align more efficien
lighter particles behind heavier ones.
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